2014 State Fair of Virginia Skill-a-thon Station Sheet

MEAT GOATS - JUNIOR

Name: ________________________________ County: _____________________________

**MEDICATION STATION**

**QUESTION:**

1) What is the dosage for goats?

2) What is the route of administration?

3) Is this product labeled for goats?

4) For what other species is this product labeled for?

5) At what temperature should this product be stored?

6) Is this an antibiotic, vaccine, or vitamin?

7) What is the name of the product?

8) What is the withdrawal time for this product?

9) Who is the manufacturer (who makes this product)?

10) How many shots should a newly vaccinated goat receive?

**HAY JUDGING STATION**

Please place the class of Hay:

________, __________, __________, __________

**EQUIPMENT STATION**

Please place the letter that best matches the equipment in the blank:

1. __________
   A Bands
   I Elastrator

2. __________
   B Syringe
   J Hoof Trimmers

3. __________
   C Needle Drench Gun
   K Halter

4. __________
   D Pritchard Nipple
   L Dehorner

5. __________
   E Clippers
   M Calicrate Wee Bands

6. __________
   F Elastrator
   N Tattoo Pliers

7. __________
   G Tattoo Plier Numbers
   O 18 gauge needle

8. __________
   H 20 gauge needle
   P Vaccine

9. __________

10. __________